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i also decided to go with a brother scanner because
i like their overall design and build quality. brother
makes some great-quality appliances, from
microwaves to coffee makers to printers, and their
portable scanners are no exception. theyre
available in an array of color models, including
black and white, all with the same extremely simple
design and sleek look. brother scanners are the only
portable scanners with a standard flatbed and they
all have two sensors, one for each side of a two-
sided page. i've owned many of the brother models
that have come out since the dx7400. brother is still
the only manufacturer of portable scanners that i
would consider buying, based on quality, features,
and price. for us, speed wasn't as important as the
features the es-310w offered, such as the ability to
scan both sides of a document at once, creating
digital and hard-copy versions of two-sided
documents, and the ability to scan images. the
es-310w's higher price points may be justified if you
can afford to have a scanner in your office. we
believe, though, that a fast scanner doesn't have to
cost as much as one that does a lot more. all
documents we scanned were images, but you can
also use a portable to scan physical documents. all
documents will require additional software to
convert them to editable format, though, and the
es-310ws does not have that capability. the noise
level, though, is the most important factor of all.
i've been very happy with the noise level of the
epson ds-70, which produces similar noise levels to
the epson dx-500, and does so without the use of
battery power. the ds-70 has a noise level of 21dba,
while the dx-500 has a noise level of 24dba. it's not
exactly quiet, but it's better than most other
portable scanners i've tested. i rarely have to turn
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off the scanner, and when i do, i won't notice the
noise until it's too late to turn it off again.

All Office Converter Platinum V.6.5 Portable -Sw

a few years ago, we tested a handful of common
office scanners and found that many of them were
too slow to handle any meaningful work on them.
epson's new ds-70 is the best portable scanner

we've tested for speed. it's fast, accurate, and the
prices, though a bit high, are reasonable. we're also
fans of the sc-1600, another cordless scanner that
works quickly, although it's just a bit pricier. both

these scanners are great for business travelers and
casual users alike. the speaker is loud enough, and
the controls are easy enough to manipulate, that

you can position the speaker anywhere in the home
or office, and adjust the volume to a level

comfortable to you. it's bright enough for a room
with little ambient light, and you can easily hear the

voice of the person on the other end of the line
while on a conference call. the primary function of
the speakers is for music. their sound isn't too rich

or crystal clear for in-home listening. when you turn
on a song, they automatically connect to the other

speakers and the volume increases on the other two
speakers. there is no equalizer control, but the

presets do seem to offer an approximation of what
we're listening to. rockville rock party 6 dual 6.5

battery powered home/portable bluetooth speaker
200 watts peak power 100 watts program power 50
watts continuous rms power rechargeable speaker

can last 3 - 8 hours per charge depending on
volume built in bluetooth 5.0 audio streaming (up to

66 feet) built in wireless bluetooth pairing of 2
speakers using tws (true wireless stereo)
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technology usb input (32gb) tf card input (32gb) (2)
high power long-throw dual 6.5 woofers with 1

tweeter 7.4v/3600mah lithium battery rechargeable
battery lasts about 8 hours on low volume, about 3

hours on high volume (2) mic inputs with mic
volume control 3.5mm aux input rotary volume
control echo control, bass control, treble control

ported enclosure for enhanced bass response carry
handle for easy portability preset equalizer curves

(pop, rock, jazz, classic, flat) light modes: off, rotate
to the beat, blinking to the beat, spectrum

analyzing to the beat selectable colors in each
mode: purple, blue, red, neon green, dark green,

light blue, dark blue, purple, white, red led display
class d amplifier cd unit weight: 11.79 lbs unit

dimensions in inches: 9.84 x 9.52 x 22.83
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